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OverallQoalsohhe moieet. 1%.manGDNAswillbe identified that when expressed in yeast
infhenee mutant phenotypes or genetic deteotion systems that are related to DNArepairand
chromosome transactions. The resulting expressed genes will be characterizedsubsequentlyfor
their effeets on many chromosomal metabolicprocesses. A small number of proteins are to be
examined biochemically and the cDNAs will be physically mapped.

The folknvimz submitted mkers have result
. .-.-r .

ed fkomthis moiect.. These tidies kd to the
development of novel systems for identifyinghuman and yeast genes involved in genorne
stibility. The studies also explored underlying rnechanktm

Perkins, E L,, WOO* V. J., Sterling J. F., and Resni+ M, J%: A NovelHumanCyclinA
Disrupts GrQwth and DNA Damage Response ofa Yeast Replication Mutant. (submitted to
&iOMO Research) ............. . . . ..,——,—-.—

Thesequencingof the luunan genome has led to tie identification of marry
genes whose fimctiorwemain to be determined. A first step in fictional
genomics often takes advantage of sequence relatedness with genes fkommodel
organisms.Thisapproach h= been ukftd in identi&ing genes responsible for
genome stability. However, the maintenance of genorne stability is highly
complex and likely to involve htidre@s of genes for which”theremay not be
easily discernible microbial homologies.’ Thus, rnapyof tlie human genes
responsible for genorne””stabili~$&t&to be identified,and their fbnctions
determined.
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Because of conservation of genetic fi.mctio~microbial systems have often
been employed for identification and charact@zation of human genes. We,
therefore, investigated the use.ofthe Escherichia coli SOS induction assay to
identi~ hurnamgenes that might piay a mle in DNA metabolism and possibly
germrnestability. Becauseitisresponsive to a variety of chromosomal
perturbances, the SOS systemwaspreviouslyused to analyze bacterial and
vim.! genes that d.im%ly“modi.@.I’)NA;We einployedthis assay to screen for
mkaryotic genes that mayplay a role in genortw stability. Since in an initial
screen of yeast meiotic~y expressed genes several genes associated with
chromosome metabolistn were isolated the}SOS induction iissay was extended
to the isolation of h- genes. SeVe&l>ti%n hiuwange@es’&olved in DNA
metabolism such as the Kti70 helicase and DNA Iigase IV were identifie~ as
well as a large number of previously unknown genes. Thus, the SOS assay
provides a fi.mctiorkdmeans fm isolating and characterizing’hurnan germs,
rnanyrof which ‘mayparticipate-tichrbmosmne metabolism,
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DISCLAIMER

This repoti was prepared as an account of work sponsored
by an agency of the United States Government. Neither
the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor
any of their employees, make any warranty, express or
implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsibility for
the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any
information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or
represents that its use would not infringe privateiy owned
rights. Reference herein to any specific commercial
product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute
or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by
the United States Government or any agency thereof. The
views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not
necessarily state or reflect those of the United States
Government or any agency thereof.
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Report for second quarter 2000.

Summary

1.

2.

3.

4.

We amended the structural design of the buoy, moving the horizontal
bulkhead from the bottom to the top of the buoy
We designed the main bearing using Hilman Rollers. We discarded a parallel
design using Lubron slide bearings due to concerns about keeping dirt out of
the sliding surfaces.
We performed a preliminary failure tree risk analysis for the system as
required by ABS.
We made various drawings of the system and sub-components

Han Padron Associates (HPA)

HPA performed no work in the quarter

American Bureau of Shipping

ABS reviewed our preliminary submissions pertaining to model tests in the
quarter. We agreed with ABS on a schedule for the review. ABS was still working
within its retainer in the quarter.

No DOE funds were paid in the quarter but approximately $14,000 were
obligated in the quarter..
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